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For advice on sizing your Thermo panel heating system

For assistance with choosing the products that best suit your needs

For news on all new products and the trade fairs at which you can find us

To download catalogues and manuals

Contact us for details: Intelli Heat Ltd
Unit 18 Napier Place, Stephenson Way

Thetford, Norfolk IP24 3RL
Tel: 0845 163 0055 - Fax: 0845 163 0045

www.intelligentheat.co.uk
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Industrial:  factory buildings, warehouses
Commercial:  offices, shops, points of sale, and trade fair pavilions
Sports:  gyms, and multi-purpose centres

They can be used to heat a room completely or to create work islands in specific areas.

The THERMO panels make use of the advantages of particular, innovative technology:  heating elements in
silvered aluminium that are both heat sources and an irradiating surface in direct contact with the air.  This makes
it possible to achieve exceptional thermal performance compared to the absorbed power, overcoming the
disadvantages of alternative heating systems used to date for similar applications, such as aerial heating fans and
incandescent infrared lamps.
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The THERMO panels irradiate heat directly into the area to be heated via a very large emission surface.

Maximum energy efficiency because heating areas near the ceiling is avoided.
The body perceives a significant sensation of comfort at a moderate air temperature.
The heat is distributed very evenly, without areas that are too hot or too cold.
No noise or air currents.
Very low installation costs.  No further control equipment is required (electrical panels, high to low voltage
transformers).
The heating system formed is completely modular:  THERMO panels can be installed all together or, in case of
later extensions, you can decide to install the number of panels that is most suitable for your needs.

The connection for the THERMO panels to the electricity supply can be 230 V single-phase or 400
V three-phase, and this choice can be agreed on by the installer and the end user.
When opting for the latter configuration, the units can be connected to the electricity supply creating
independent circuits for each of the 2 (series 39) or 3 (series 55) heating elements included.  This arrangement
will make it possible to reduce the power absorbed during less cold periods, using only part of the heating
system created.  Thanks to the particular degree of protection against humidity, the THERMO units can be
installed in the ceiling protected from the rain, or in outdoor settings (in which case the rules for installing
electrical units in special places contained in the CEI 64-8/7 standard must be complied with).

1400 W 167,5 x 40 x 7,5 Aluminium 11,3 171,5 x 42 x 11,5 14 15

1750 W 167,5 x 22 x 7,5 Aluminium 8,0 171,5 x 25 x 11,5 10,5 30

3500 W 167,5 x 40 x 7,5 Aluminium 12,2 171,5 x 42 x 11,5 15 15

5250 W 167,5 x 57 x 7,5 Aluminium 16,6 171,5 x 59 x 11,5 20 12
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THERMO THERMO

230V
mono/40
0V 3-N

1400W 6,4 A 150C° min. 2,5 mt
max 3,5 mt 1,0mm2 IP54 Class 1 B-C

230V
mono/40
0V 3-N

1750W 7,7 A 300C° min. 3,5 mt
max 4,5 mt 1,0mm2 IP54 Class 1 A

230V
mono/40
0V 3-N

3500W 16,0 A 300C° min. 3,5 mt
max 7 mt 1,5mm2 IP54 Class 1 B-C

230V
mono/40
0V 3-N

5250W 24,0 A 300C° min. 3,5 mt
max 7 mt 2,5mm2 IP54 Class 1 D-E


